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Case Study
Our Head of Sport had secured a new role in another
independent school and we had a vacancy from
September 2017 for a new Head of Sport, a high
profile and important role at Oakwood School. IAPS
recommended that we use TTJ because of their unique
approach, and this was the first occasion we had used
them to recruit for us.
I found the whole process efficient and easy to
complete. Having a single point of contact has also been
very useful. Our recruitment contact was extremely
professional and helpful throughout the process and
even posted the vacancy on our behalf.
The quality of the applications we received were
excellent. We had 8 applications for our Head of Sport
vacancy, and we shortlisted 5 candidates for interview.
The interviews themselves were of a high quality and
we appointed.
Previously I had used traditional forms of recruitment
advertising, including TES and the local press. In
comparison TTJ is very good value for money because
they provide an extensive recruitment campaign
across different media and channels. A donation by TTJ
to the I Trust charity was also included as part of the
partnership agreement with IAPS. Indeed, the Head of
Sport vacancy was also posted on the IAPS recruitment
site free of charge.

The TTJ multi-channel approach to recruitment offers
the opportunity to reach prospective candidates in a
timely and targeted manner. Flexibility is key without
being tied into expensive subscriptions that only target
in just one way.
This has been the first time we have used TTJ and the
result has been that we have secured a new Head of
Sport through the first and only recruitment drive for
this role and a good number of high quality candidates
applied for the vacancy.
Our Head Teacher Clare Bradbury was delighted with
the number and quality of applications received for the
Head of Sport role at Oakwood, and especially so as this
is a highly visible and customer-facing role at the school.
We will definitely be using TTJ again. Their flexible
approach and lack of categorisation that I have found
with other recruitment products offers the advantage
of reaching a wider range of candidates at more
competitive pricing.
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